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No coach journey is ever dull with Miss Pym aboard, and this one proves no exception: Hannah
meets Yvonne Grenier, fleeing the Horror in France, and very soon determines to find a suitable
match for this beautiful and charming Frenchwoman. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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Hannah is almost ready to give up her travels and settle down with footman Benjamin. She has
realised that she is in love with her friend Sir George Clarence but feels their stations in life are too
far apart for them ever to be married.Meanwhile there are some interesting passengers on the
Flying Machine going to York - Yvonne - the young lady who is clearly French even though she
speaks English very well; the mysterious Mr Smith who has an air of menace about him; the equally
mysterious Mr Giles who is definitely not what he appears.Then Sir George arrives to see her off
and hands her an intriguing box which contains such things as a guide book to York, a scarf and
some perfume and Hannah starts to hope that just maybe her dreams could come true. She has a
reason of her own for going to York to see if she can track down her former employer - Mrs
Clarence - who ran off with a footman.This last episode in the Travelling Matchmaker series has the
most complex plot and the most exciting ending. Hannah is her usual indomitable self and Benjamin
is rapidly becoming more a friend than a footman and increasingly prone to standing up for Hannah

in public. I read this book in an evening and found I just had to keep reading to find out what
happened. It's the sort of book where I was almost sad to turn the last page. I recommend it if you
want a light read with some interesting characters

I love the Traveling Matchmaker series and was very happy to have it in ebook format. Miss Hannah
Pym is a spinster who has come into a comfortable legacy that allows her to indulge her lifelong
dream of traveling on the Flying Coach. She goes through various adventures and is an excellent
matchmaker,all while suffering from unrequited love herself. In this the final book, she is involved in
scandal, betrayal, danger, kidnapping, a daring rescue that takes a completely unexpected turn and
finally --- well you will have to read it to find out whether or not Miss Pym is doomed to a life alone or
not.

I love all of M.C. Beaton's novels when I want something light and quick to read. This was no
exception. I was getting bogged down in the middle of a long serious novel and said enough of this,
give me something fun to read so I started on Yvonne Goes to York and as usual couldn't put it
down until I finished the last page. It probably helped that I'd read the other books in this series so I
was familiar with the characters and interested in the continuing story but really none of her books
require that, each will stand on it's own. It was a fast paced page turner that was fun to read

Once again, the stage coach is the impetus for this story. A young French girl, an international
intrigue, some aristocrats and we have another tale in Regency England. The mystery of it all is
exciting and once again Miss Pym is in hot water. She sets our to find her former employer, mrs.
Clarence, rumored to be in York. If you have read this far, I would be wrong to tell you the ending for
Miss Pym. Too bad we cannot have more miss Pym books.

I can't believe the series has ended. I wonder how Ms. Beaton felt when she wrote those final words
after being so close to Miss Pym and Benjamin for so long. I've done my reading on my iPad, but I
enjoyed the series so much, I might buy the hard copies to put on my bookshelf. Thank you so
much, Ms. Beaton, for hours and hours of pure enjoyment.

Old stories written by dead authors, new stories written by authors still alive, can be just as good to
read today as they were when written. Reading about Regency England is my favorite time period to
enjoy. I picked this story because the author's style of storytelling matches my reading interest level.

An easy story for an easy read.

I really enjoyed all the books in this series - I'm sad to see it end, but this last book really wrapped
everything up nicely. These books are a light read - a little romance, likable characters, a little
mystery and I thought the author did a nice job of tying in a little real history and fun facts as the
stories unfolded. Very well done!

M.C.Beaton is one of my favorite authors and always makes me laugh and learn. Historical
information about 18th century England is delightful and extremely timely for the story setting. Her
characters in the Traveling Matchmaker series seem real and adventure in this time frame is quite
different.The challenges they face secondary to societal restrictions are unique in ways I never
realized. This author amazes me with her many stories and different settings. Her research into the
era and application to her stories is superb and informative. History shouldn't be so much fun.
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